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Quantitative Review of U.S. Equities
 Third Quarter 2016

 • U.S. equity markets provided positive third quarter returns, and most domestic Russell indices gained over 10% year 
to date. U.S. stocks moved higher despite mixed economic news, along with uncertainty about central bank plans to 
stimulate the global economy and the effectiveness of those efforts. For the quarter, the smaller cap Russell indices 
were the best performers, and this trend is now also true for the year to date. The one exception is micro caps, 
which are still the weakest group within small caps for 2016. The Russell Value indices slightly trailed their growth 
counterparts in each market cap range this quarter but are ahead on a year-to-date basis.

 • While high dividend and low volatility were among the strongest factors this year through June, both performed 
poorly this quarter. The yield on the U.S. 10-year Treasury fell 80 basis points in the first two quarters, but that 
steep decline ended, at least for the moment, with a 12 basis point rise in the third quarter. High dividend yield is 
still among the best-performing factors this year, particularly among large caps, but low volatility is now a negative 
factor in most Russell U.S. indices for 2016.

 • In another reversal from the first half of the year, the low price-to-earnings (P/E) and low price-to-book (P/B) factors 
outperformed this quarter. High growth factors (sales growth, earnings growth, and earnings estimates growth) 
generally have been weak since 2016 began and continued to perform poorly in the third quarter. These relative 
factor returns explain the outperformance by the Russell Value indices this year.

 • Higher price momentum stocks lagged sharply this quarter, making high price momentum one of the worst-
performing factors in 2016.

 • Most measures of higher quality performed poorly this quarter and trail the gains on lower quality stocks this year.

 • Many central banks have held interest rates low for an extended period. We looked at how various equity factors 
have reacted to interest rate increases and decreases both long term and more recently.

THIRD QUARTER 2016 FACTOR RETURNS
Figure 1: Broad Market U.S. Equity Factor Returns
QTD; % Return Difference between Factor’s1 High and Low Quartile; Russell 1000 Index

As of 9/30/2016; Source: Brandywine Global, FactSet, Russell Investments
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A NOTE FROM BRANDYWINE GLOBAL’S 
DIVERSIFIED EQUITY TEAM

This paper is the quarterly report by 
Brandywine Global’s Diversified Equity 
team on quantitative factors impacting 
the U.S. equity markets. In each publi-
cation, we will provide a standardized 
report on factor behavior for the quarterly 
and year-to-date periods. In addition, we 
will provide brief comments highlighting 
important and interesting trends in factor 
behavior and discuss recent work we are 
engaged in to better understand these 
trends. Understanding market perfor-
mance through the unique lens of factor 
returns often brings early illumination to 
equity opportunities as well as areas of 
risk concentration. We use a longer-term 
perspective on the behavior of various 
factor returns to develop Diversified 
Equity strategies at Brandywine Global. 
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The yield on the U.S. 10-year Treasury has been below 4.0% since late 2008 and below 3.0% since mid-2011. This year, it fell below 2.0%. Yields 
on shorter-term U.S. government securities have been close to zero while in some countries these yields have even recently become negative. In 
this extended low interest rate environment, investors have turned to nontraditional investment income sources, including high dividend yielding 
stocks. Generally, the favored stocks have been those with not only high dividend yields but also lower volatility stock prices. These stocks typically  
have been perceived as a relatively safe investment while also providing dividend income. As a result, these high yield stocks with lower price 
volatility have performed well since the financial crisis, particularly in periods such as earlier this year when interest rates declined. In early 2016, 
these factors performed favorably regardless of whether the overall market was rising or falling, since the search for investment income was the 
primary driver of demand for these stocks. When interest rates did rise, these same stocks’ performance reversed, at times disproportionately 
poorly relative to the change in interest rates. For instance, this quarter the 12 basis point increase in the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield led to quite 
weak returns in both the high dividend yield and low volatility factors. From a sector perspective, the utilities, telecommunications, real estate 

Figure 2 U.S. Equity Factor Returns
YTD; % Return Difference between Factor’s1 High and Low Quartile
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investment trusts (REIT), and consumer staples groups have a high exposure to these factors, and all had negative returns within the Russell 1000 
Index while the index gained 4.0%. Given the strong returns in high yield, low volatility stocks and factors since the financial crisis, these sectors 
may be significantly vulnerable to a sharp and/or a sustained increase in U.S. interest rates. 

Recently, strength in high yield, low volatility stocks has been associated with poor returns among other value stocks, such as low P/E and low P/B 
stocks. This relationship held true earlier in the year when higher yield stocks did well, and the inverse correlation continued this quarter as well. 
In the third quarter, with high yield, low volatility performing poorly, low P/E and low P/B were among the most positive factors. For the year, low 
P/B is now a positive factor within most of the Russell U.S. equity indices we review here, while low P/E remains a negative factor in most of those 
benchmarks, though to a much smaller degree recently than through June 30.

Low P/E stocks tend to reflect higher quality characteristics than low P/B stocks, such as generally higher earnings, no negative earnings, and 
higher return on equity (ROE). Therefore, the difference in return between the low P/E factor and the low P/B factor often corresponds to the return 
on various quality variables—when low quality does better, so does low P/B relative to low P/E. This relationship held true in 2016 as higher 
quality stocks have lagged low quality, including in the third quarter. At the same time, low P/B stocks have done better than low P/E stocks both 
this quarter and throughout the year. Positive earnings, positive dividend, high ROE, and higher share buybacks generally fared poorly across the 
Russell U.S. equity indices. These factors also did badly earlier in the year, except for positive dividend stocks, which benefited from the interest 
rate declines. Strong performance by lower quality factors is consistent with market rallies, including this year’s gains, as investors seem to be less 
concerned about quality and safety in a rising market. Low debt to equity was one quality variable that did perform relatively well this quarter, and 
for the year to date among larger cap stocks. 

The Russell indices use P/B as their value measure and sales growth 
along with forecasted earnings growth as their growth metric to 
determine in which style index each stock belongs. This quarter, across 
the market cap spectrum, low P/B outperformed high P/B while high 
sales and earnings estimate growth stocks trailed stocks with low 
growth measures. Nevertheless, the growth index in each Russell Index 
cap range modestly outperformed its value counterpart this quarter, 
as seen in Figure 3. The explanation seems to go back to those less 
volatile, high income stocks which were among the weakest stocks 
this quarter. The value indices are overweighted relative to the growth 
indices in these stocks. Their lagging performance dragged down the 
returns of the value indices despite the strong returns for low P/B, lower sales growth, and weaker estimated earnings. In addition, in large cap, 
the growth indices also benefited from a few speculative technology stocks that ran counter to these factor trends. Amazon, Facebook, Alphabet 
(Google), and Apple are all high P/B and high growth stocks that led the Russell 1000 Growth Index to outperform the Russell 1000 Value Index this 
quarter, just as they did in 2015. For the year as a whole, better performance from low P/B, weak growth factor returns, and high yield strength all 
have supported the significant outperformance of the Russell Value indices within each capitalization category. 

High price momentum stocks again performed poorly this quarter, as they did earlier in the year. However, the sectors leading the poor performance 
in high momentum stocks and the better returns from previously lagging stocks changed during the third quarter. In 2015, companies benefiting 
from lower oil prices, including oil refiners, chemical producers, airlines, truckers, and railroads, had higher returns as oil prices continued to drop. 
Meanwhile, oil producers and their providers suffered. When oil prices rallied in 2016, both sets of stocks reversed their returns. Income proxies, 
like utilities and telecommunications, had not done well in 2015 as the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield rose modestly and the Federal Reserve Board 
implemented its first federal funds rate increase since the 2008 financial crisis. When longer rates fell significantly (80 basis points for the 10-year 
Treasury), these stocks rebounded to lead the market higher. As discussed above, this quarter these stable income stocks, including utilities, 
telecoms, REITs, and some consumer staples, reversed direction from the earlier outperformance and lagged the market. 

Earlier in the year, smaller capitalization stocks within large caps did better, but larger caps fared better among small caps. Therefore, mid cap 

THIRD QUARTER 2016 YEAR-TO-DATE

GROWTH VALUE GROWTH VALUE

Russell 1000 Index 4.6 3.5 6.0 10.0

Russell Midcap Index 4.6 4.5 6.8 13.7

Russell 2000 Index 9.2 8.9 7.5 15.5

Russell Microcap Index 11.9 10.8 5.3 12.3

Figure 3  Equity Performance by Market Cap and Classification

Third Quarter, 2016 Year-to-Date

Source: Brandywine Global, FTSE Russell

Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC
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stocks generally were the best performers. This quarter, smaller cap stocks performed 
well across the board, so the smaller cap Russell U.S. indices did best. This pattern 
now holds true year to date, with smaller cap indices ahead of large cap. The exception 
is micro cap stocks, which have not yet made up their very poor returns relative to 
other small caps through June 30, 2016 (see Figure 4). This quarter, higher beta stocks 
performed very well, producing one of the best factor returns as the U.S. equity market 
continued higher. However, year to date higher beta is now ahead in most of the Russell 
indices analyzed here.

INTEREST RATE CHANGES AND FACTOR RETURNS

In an effort to spur economic activity, central banks around the world have held interests at very low levels for an extended period. In this 
environment, investors seeking income have turned to nontraditional sources, including higher yielding stocks. As discussed earlier, the demand 
for these income-oriented stocks has affected sector and factor returns and may have increased the impact of interest rate movements on equity 
returns. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the relationship between changes in U.S. 10-year Treasury yields and various equity factors over the 
long term (since 1963) and more recently (over the last five years). The results show that interest rate changes have had a significant impact on the 
equity factors examined, and in many cases, these effects have increased in the last five years.

As seen in Figure 5, which reflects data from 1963 through 2016, different U.S. value factors responded in different ways to changes in interest 
rates. High yielding stocks behaved in the expected manner, falling when interest rates rose and rising when rates declined. Both low P/E and low 
P/B factor returns were positive in both rising and falling rate months, though low P/E did best when rates fell, while low P/B stocks preferred a 
rising rate environment. Quality factors also varied in their response to the direction of change in interest rates. Not surprisingly, stocks with low 
debt-to-equity ratios performed better when rates rose relative to stocks with high debt to equity, but lagged when rates fell. The return pattern for 
high ROE stocks parallels the behavior of low P/E stocks, which is consistent with the fact that low P/E stocks tend to have higher ROEs than other 
stocks. Returns for both the share change variable and the price momentum variable appear relatively insensitive to interest rate movements. The 
factor with the biggest response to interest rate changes over this period was price volatility. Low volatility stocks returned much better when rates 
rose, which may be explained by the fact that stocks broadly experience lower returns in such a period, and low volatility stocks tend to fare better 
in weaker markets. The lower volatility stocks, on average, also were significantly negative in the months where interest rates declined. The growth 
factors we examined, high sales growth and high earnings growth, did not respond dramatically to moves in the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield.

THIRD 
QUARTER

2016 
YTD

Russell 1000 Index 4.0 7.9

Russell Midcap Index 4.5 10.3

Russell 2000 Index 9.1 11.5

Russell Microcap Index 11.3 9.4

Figure 4 Equity Performance by Market Cap
2016 Year-to-Date

Source: Brandywine Global, FTSE Russell

Figure 5 Factor Responses to Changes in U.S. 10-Year Treasury Yields
January 1963 - June 2016
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Figure 6 shows that equity factors had a stronger response to interest rate changes over the last five years than over the longer-term period 
analyzed in Figure 5 (on the previous page). These bigger reactions occurred even though the monthly changes in the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield, 
positive or negative, were smaller on average during the recent five years than during the 1963 to 2016 period. We believe equity markets’ more 
volatile reaction to interest rate changes is consistent with the increased influence of interest rates on equities, as investors turned to stocks to 
provide investment income. The dividend yield factor reacted more strongly in recent years, as would be expected from this explanation.

However, yield was far from the only factor to experience greater return swings in response to changes in interest rates. The P/B, ROE, price 
momentum, and price volatility factors all demonstrated stronger responses in the recent period, although generally in the same direction as 
seen over the longer-term period. For example, low P/B did better when interest rates rose than when interest rates fell in both periods. Earnings 
growth and P/E did not have stronger reactions in the short term, but the direction of returns did switch relative to the longer period. While low P/E 
and high earnings growth stocks outperformed in both up and down Treasury markets from 1963-2016, since 2011 they have both lagged in each 
environment, and high P/E and low earnings growth stocks have done best.

With interest rates suspended at low levels over the last few years and investors turning to high yielding, low price volatility stocks to help achieve 
their investment income goals, stocks that are typically hurt by rising rates may now be particularly vulnerable to the inevitable rate increases. 
The analysis above indicates that stocks have responded more powerfully in recent years to interest rate changes, while valuations within stocks 
favored for their income-generating properties are also more expensive than their long-run averages. Even though interest rates seemingly must go 
up eventually, the timing for this shift is unknown. Investors have been surprised repeatedly with how low Treasury rates could fall and how long 
they could stay at these trough levels. Of course, the greater response to interest rate moves can work in both directions, as earlier this year the 
high income, low volatility stocks significantly beat the market as interest rates dropped. Nevertheless, we believe the extended valuations and 
increased sensitivity to interest rate increases make this currently popular sector an unattractive long-term investment.

 

Figure 6 Factor Responses to Changes in U.S. 10-Year Treasury Yields
June 2011 - June 2016
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1  Factor returns represent return differences between top quartile (75%) and low quartile (25%) equities by each characteristic. Market: Market Capitalization and Market Beta 
(Market Sensitivity Coefficient); Value: Price-to-Earnings (PE based on trailing 12-month operating earnings), Price-to-Book, Dividend Yield (Among dividend-paying stocks); Quality: 
Positive Earnings (Positive earnings stocks - Stocks with no earnings), Positive Dividend (Dividend-paying stocks - Stocks with no dividend), Share Change (12-month change in shares 
outstanding), Return-on-Equity, Debt-to-Equity; Sentiment: Price Momentum (9-month price change), Price Volatility, and Growth: Earnings Growth (1-year earnings growth), Sales 
Growth (1-year sales growth).

 
The views expressed represent the opinions of Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC (“Brandywine Global”) and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. 
Data contained in this report is obtained from sources believed to be accurate and reliable. Brandywine Global will not undertake to supplement, update or revise such information at 
a later date. This information should not be considered a solicitation or an offer to provide any Brandywine Global service in any jurisdiction where it would be unlawful to do so under 
the laws of that jurisdiction. It should not be assumed that investments in any of the sectors or industries listed were or will prove profitable. The Russell 1000 Index measures the 
performance of the large-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the small-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. 
The Russell 1000 Value Index and Russell 2000 Value Index include those companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell 1000 Growth Index 
and Russell 2000 Growth Index include companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted earnings growth values within their respective broad universes. The Russell 
Midcap Index measures the performance of the mid-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2500 Index measures the performance of the small to mid-cap segment of the 
U.S. equity universe, commonly referred to as “smid” cap. The Russell Microcap® Index measures the performance of the microcap segment of the U.S. equity market. Russell® Indices 
are a trademark of Russell Investments. There is no guarantee that holding securities with relatively high (or low) price-to-earnings, price-to-book, or price-to-cash flow ratios will cause 
a security to outperform its benchmark or index. Standard and Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks. The index is designed to measure performance of the 
broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries. Standard & Poor’s S&P 500® Index is a registered trademark 
of Standard & Poor’s, a division of the McGraw-Hill Companies Inc. Indices are unmanaged and not available for direct investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future 
results.
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